In this paper, we describe a novel method for joint word alignment and symmetrization. Based on initial parameters from simple IBM models, we synchronously parse the parallel sentence pair under the framework of bracket transduction grammar constraints. Our 2-phase method can achieve nearly the same run-time as fast align while delivering better alignments on distantly-related language pairs such as English-Japanese. We show how to integrate this method into a standard phrase-based SMT pipeline. Although the alignment quality results are mixed, by forcing all words to be aligned (1-to-many/many-to-1 ), our method significantly reduces the phrase table size with no difference in translation quality and even outperforms fast align in some end-to-end translation experiments.
However, both sequence-based and fertility-based models still generate asymmetrical alignments and mono-directional alignments are not suitable for the bilingual tasks, like a phrase-based SMT. In order to obtain symmetric alignment, Och and Ney (2003) proposed to train models in both forward and reverse directions, whereafter merging the outcome of mono-directional alignments with some symmetrization heuristics. Among these heuristics, the grow-diag-final-and heuristic (GDFA) has been shown to be the most effective for phrase extraction for phrasedbased SMT (Wu and Wang 2007) . Contrary to introducing heuristics, there exists some work (Liang et al. 2006 ) which tries to train a balanced model by maximizing the agreement between two directional word alignments. Such work is beyond the scope of our focus because it would lead to more time during training. It is, therefore, natural to explore other methods for word alignment symmetrization.
Another challenge in word alignment, especially for distinctly-related language pairs, is modeling the permutations of words between the source and target sentences while, theoretically, IBM models have not studied such a problem. Due to the diversity of natural languages, the word orders of the source and target sentences are quite different, e.g., English and Japanese. For some free-order languages, there is even no significant relationship between the current alignment and previous alignment in sequence from left to right, seems in contrast with the presumption of HMM model and IBM model 2 under this case. In this work, we prefer to model our problem with Bracket Transduction Grammar (BTG) (Wu 1995) . BTG is an effective method that can capture the reordering of words across bilingual sentence pair. In fact, constraints of BTG were better matched to the IBM decoding model (Zens, Ney, Watanabe, and Sumita 2004) . Differing with the IBM models, BTG has shown its efficiency in a way that constrained the search space of distortion in word alignment (Zhang and Gildea 2005; Haghighi, Blitzer, DeNero, and Klein 2009; Riesa and Marcu 2010) .
In this paper, rather than reparameterizing IBM models, we expect to achieve better translation results addressing the reason of discontiguous word alignment directly. To address this problem, we concentrate our attention on hierarchical alignment with BTG parsing. Instead of using synchronous parsing to search for Viterbi BTG alignments as in (Li, Yang, and Sun 2012) , we propose to employ the bi-partitioning algorithm presented in (Lardilleux, Yvon, and Lepage 2012) to generate symmetrical BTG block alignments (1-to-many/many-to-1 ) with our beam search implementation. In particular, our method starts with an adjacency matrix which is initialized using the lexicon translation model obtained via fast running EM estimation with IBM models; then we apply the bi-partitioning algorithm. Our two-phase method takes a radically different strategy compared with previous BTG-based unsupervised/supervised methods for word alignment.
To summarize, we propose a novel method for joint word alignment and symmetrization, which can be regarded as a hybridization of BTG parsing and IBM models. In Section 2, we introduce the previous related works and notions in word alignment. We also describe each alignment method briefly. In Section 3, we justify the proposed method with mathematical principles and give multiple comparisons with state-of-the-art methods in Section 4. We also report statistics on speed, alignment scores, translation table sizes and translation scores (BLEU and RIBES) in end-to-end translation experiments, which we discuss in detail in this article.
Related works

Viterbi alignment and symmetrization
State-of-the-art word alignment models contain a large number of parameters (e.g., word translation probabilities) that need to estimate in addition to the desired hidden alignment variables. The basic idea of the previous methods is to develop a model where the word alignment is a hidden variable (Och and Ney 2003) , by applying some statistical estimation to obtain the most possible/Viterbi alignments. The problem of translation can be defined as: P r(e|f ) = ∑ a p(e, a|f ). Here we use the symbol p(·) to denote general probability distributions. a is a "hidden" variable which is mapping from a source position i to a target position a i . It is always possible to find a best alignment by maximizing the likelihood on the given parallel training corpus. Under sequence-based models, we have
where f = (f 1 , . . . , f m ) is the source sentence and e = (e 1 , . . . , e n ) is the target sentence. The translation parameters θ(e j |f aj ) are parameterized by an appropriate local conditional probability distributions.
For modeling the distortion parameters δ(a j = i|j, m, n), IBM models are the popular models.
There are summarized as follows as (Liang et al. 2006) :
In the formula, we write i ′ to denote the last alignment point (i ′ , j − 1) in history. Among these models, IBM model 1 assumes a uniform distribution for p(a), which effectively means that the word order of the sentences are considered irrelevant. This is clearly not true in real translated sentences of most language pairs. However, a j and a j−1 tend to be strongly correlated, for example, this is the case in English-French. Most research on word alignment has assumed some version of a word order model to capture this dependency. Perhaps the simplest version (Dyer et al. 2013) is used in IBM model 2 where the observation is made that i/m ≈ j/n. In other words, sentences tend to have the same order of words in both languages. This is a very rough approximation. (Vogel et al. 1996) proposed instead to directly model P (a j − a j−1 = x|m). This describes the length x of the "jump" in the source sentence when moving one word forward in the target sentence, conditioned on the source sentence length n.
Based on the above defined model, a Viterbi alignment model returns mono-directional alignments (f → e or vice-versa) which maximize the following formula.
This processing explains the reason why Viterbi alignment methods generate discontinuity in word alignments. Although the influence of discontinuity can be reduced by combining two sets of alignmentsâ =â n 1 (f → e) andb =b m 1 (e → f ) into one alignment matrix A using the grow-diag-final-and algorithm, sometimes, there may still exist some unaligned target words.
Given the merged alignment, we can easily factor the lexical translation probabilities. Obviously, the existence of unaligned target words makes the process of phrase extraction to produce more translation fragments, and it is reasonable to allow null-to-1 alignments when iterating over all possible boundaries in target side. This strategy largely increases the size of extracted phrase table enormously at the same time. To alleviate this problem, we can force to align each source word with a target word and vice versa by forbidding that any source/target word be unaligned in the given sentence pair. In our experiments, we showed our strategy is effective to reduce the size of phrase table.
BTG-based word alignment
Bracket Transduction Grammar (BTG) is an effective method to restrict the exploration of all the possible permutations. There has been some interest in using BTGs for the purpose of alignment (Zhang and Gildea 2005; Wang, Knight, and Marcu 2007; Xiong, Zhang, and Li 2010; Neubig, Watanabe, Mori, and Kawahara 2012) . Initially, the BTG formalism (Wu 1995) offers a special case of synchronous context-free grammars, which are quite suitable as the weak constraint regarding synchronous parsing. In particular, Haghighi et al. (2009) , Riesa and Marcu (2010) showed that BTG, which captures structural coherence between parallel sentences, helps in word alignment. During parsing, a BTG builds a synchronous parse tree for both the source and the target sentence, assuming that the trees have the same underlying structure (BTG tree) but that order of constituents may differ in the two languages. Hence, each leaf in the BTG tree stands for a word-to-word correspondence. There are three types of rule in a BTG:
where X 1 , X 2 and γ are non-terminal symbols, f and e are terminal strings, and [ ] denotes the same order for the two non-terminals in two languages, <> denotes the inversion case. These formalisms are slightly different with Inversion Transduction Grammar (ITG) (Wu 1997) , where the lexical rule γ → (f, e) does not include any source/target empty rules. In our case, we force to output the phrase pair (f, e) as a single block alignment which the length is one at least and three at most to prevent null blocks.
The complexity of word alignment grows exponentially with the length of the source and the target sentences. BTG models provide a natural, alternative method to reduce the search space in aligning. By estimating the joint word alignment relation directly, it eliminates the need for any of the conventional heuristics. The biggest barrier to applying BTG for Viterbi alignment is the time complexity of naïve CYK parsing (O(n 6 )), which makes it hard to deal with long sentences or large grammars in practice.
Most of the previous research attempts to reduce the computational complexity of BTG parsing with some pruning methods. Zhang and Gildea (2005) propose tic-tac-toe pruning by extending BTG with the additional lexical information based on IBM model 1 Viterbi probability. is not able to explain many translation phenomena that extracting phrase using word-to-word alignment as a pivot, Cohn and Haffari (2013) proposed to learn the BTG phrasal model using a recursive Bayesian method. Kamigaito, Tamura, Takamura, Okumura, and Sumita (2016) modified the bidirectional agreement constraints and applied a more complex version (BTG-style agreement) to train the BTG model jointly. Differing from the previous works, in this paper, we propose a BTG-forest-based word alignment as the heuristic to explore probable alignment points in alignment matrix. We will discuss the details in Section 3.
Hierarchical sub-sentential alignment and Ncut
Hierarchical sub-sentential alignment (HSSA) (Lardilleux et al. 2012 ) was first introduced as a complement for Anymalign 3 . Given the soft alignment matrix built using the parameters output by Anymalign, the HSSA method takes all the cells in the soft alignment matrix into consideration and relies on a precise criterion to determine a good partition in a similar way as Consider a source phrase A : XX and a target phrase B : Y Y , which can be split at source index i and j in target side in a dichotomic way. The sub-spans X, X in source side are cor-
anti-diagonal and terminal), the association within groups asso(A, B) and the risk of cutting cut at point (i, j) is defined by the underlying formula followed the definition of (Shi and Malik 2000) :
where w(f, e) stands for the weighted score that f is aligned with e.
The optimal bi-partitioning of such a matrix (graph) is the one that minimizes this cut value.
However, the minimum cut criterion favors cutting small sets of isolated nodes in the graph, which is counterintuitive, so (Shi and Malik 2000) propose Ncut as a measure for total normalized association within groups for a given partition. In our case, Ncut can be defined as:
Each possible splitting point (i, j) in the matrix divides the parent matrix into 4 sub-matrices (XY , XY , XY , XY ). Either the two sub-matrices on the diagonal (XY , XY ) or the two submatrices on the anti-diagonal (XY , XY ) will be explored recursively on the next layer, referring to γ equals 0 or 1. Hence, recursive segmentation eventually consists in determining these indices (i, j) which minimize N cut (i, j|γ) or N cut(i, j|γ) over all possible indices. Hence, the criterion Ncut that we seek in our recursive partition algorithm, minimizing the disassociation between the blocks unaligned and maximizing the association within the blocks aligned. Since the the worst case time complexity of top-down HSSA is cubic O(m × n × min(m, n)) and the best case is O(m × n × log min(m, n)) in the length of the input sentence pair, it is faster than the original BTG method O(n 6 ).
Joint alignment and symmetrization model
In this paper, we propose a novel joint model for the unsupervised training of a word aligner by applying IBM models with HSSA. The next sections show how to combine various IBM models with HSSA method to obtain symmetric word alignments.
Building the soft alignment matrices
Given a source sentence f = f m
. . , f m and a target sentence e = e n 1 = e 1 , . . . , e j , . . . , e n , alignment associations between a source sentence f and a target sentence e can be regarded as a contingency matrix (Matusov, Zens, and Ney 2004; Moore 2005 ; Liu, Xia, Xiao, and Liu 2009), noted as M, in which m is the length of source sentence in words and n for target side. For example, in (Liu et al. 2009 ), a weighted matrix was employed for extracting more candidates of phrase pairs, which consists of the cells that corresponding to a arbitrary word pair. Each of these cells has been assigned with a probability score to measure the confidence of aligning the two words. Following this definition, we define a function w which measuring the probability of alignment between any source and target word pair (f i , e j ) but use it for BTG parsing. The symmetric alignment between word f i and e j presents a weighted cell (i, j) in the alignment matrix.
Let M be such a soft alignment matrix (a weighted adjacent matrix in fact) which is used to represent the graph of the sentence pair, in which each pair of words in such a graph is connected, with weight on the edges between the nodes. Formally, when given a source word f and a target word e, we define a soft link l = (f, e) to exist if f and e are probable translation. There are plenty of ways to define the weight of l(f, e) and perhaps the most simple way to inference is using the posterior IBM model 1 probabilities. Since the sparsity of the data for counting, Laplace smoothing is used here to handle the unseen alignments and remove the small values, with assigned a smoothing parameter p 0 = 10 −4 and force l(f, e) >= p 0 .
After computed the posterior probabilities with the EM algorithm, the symmetrical score l(f, e)
can be obtained by taking the geometric mean of the lexical translation probabilities in both directions l(f |e) and l(e|f ) and we can approximate w(f i , e j ) by l(f, e). As our task is not only aiming at better results but also at saving time in alignment computation, the simpler the faster.
In (Haghighi et al. 2009; Liu, Liu, and Lin 2010) , more features to achieve better results. However, their work focuses on supervised BTG models, while our joint model is purely unsupervised.
Other works like training with agreement (Liang et al. 2006 ) perhaps give better initial parameters but also require more time for training and result in a computationally expensive process. Moore (2005) pointed that IBM model 1 has many disadvantages, it is either too sensitive to rare words or over-weights frequent words (like function words). For this reason, incorporating variational Bayes (VB) (Riley and Gildea 2012) into our model is necessary. We implemented VB for the translation probabilities in M step and assume the distribution of the target vocabulary to be a Dirichlet distribution, with a symmetric Dirichlet prior as α so that we have
Here, we assume the prior α = 0.01. As an alternative, other probability models for estimation can also be used, and we can change the original IBM model with the max operator (as (Zhang and Gildea 2005) ). Given the asymmetrical alignments in both directions, it is easy to reestimate the Viterbi probabilities. This reestimation processing can significantly reduce the size of the trained models. Some heuristic like grow-diag-final-and can also be applied before re-estimating.
We found that it does yield better results in our alignment experiments.
Until now, we have not discussed any effect of position information yet. As we known, in IBM model 2 and HMM model, for a given word pair (f i , e j ), position information (i, j) is a very important term. In addition, our joint model takes the position information as a complementary component. It is expected to work under the condition that the sentence pair contains multiple possible word translation pairs for identical (f, e), i.e., the case when (f i , e j ) = (f i ′ , e j ′ ). An effective solution is to define the score w which connecting two nodes f i and e j , as the product of a feature translation term (translation probability) and spatial proximity term (relative position similarity) as in (Shi and Malik 2000) :
where w measures the strength of the translation link between a source word and a target word , j) ) is a translation model and δ (i, i, m, n) h(i, j, m, n) ) is a distortion model. r is a threshold, which depends on language. It usually should take a value in the range [0.5, 0.9]. σ θ and σ δ are hyper-parameters. To compute the value of h(i, j, m, n), we assume h(i, j, m, n) = |i/m − j/n|. Although this is not necessary but in our case, we adjust values to a specified range w(j, i) ∈ [p 0 2 , 1). Since Ncut is a normalized score, it does not require any normalization term. The hyper-parameters σ θ and σ δ are fixed at the beginning of experimentation by maximizing the Recall in the preliminary experiments. Since tuning such hyper-parameters for each language pairs is expensive, we just show that it is possible to obtain reasonable results without careful tuning. Figure 2 shows how matrices change when changing these hyper-parameters. Since we also want to address the influence of imported distortion submodel, we performed the comparable experiment. The results are found in Table 5 and Table 6 . 
Top-down Parsing and Reranking
In (Lardilleux et al. 2012 ), 1-best parsing was employed to find the optimal Ncut at each layer. However, experimentally, we found that the strategy of 1-best parsing used in the original HSSA does not generate the best global derivation. Hence, we define a scoring function Score() aiming to find the best derivationD with the minimal value:
D N cut stands for the parser derivation obtained according to N cut. Due to an equivalent way of writing N cut is the function of arithmetic mean of F-measure, as described in (Wang and Lepage 2016b) , in sub-matrices (X, Y ) and (X,Ȳ ), notes F avg :
Where we compute the F 1 score as: With this interpretation, minimizing Ncut is equivalent to maximizing the value F avg . Intuitively, it suffices to replace Ncut with F avg to derive the following formula, the probability of a parsing tree or the probability of a sequence of derivation D = {d 0 , . . . , d K } and best word alignmentâ based on the derivationD can be defined as,
The use of N cut or F avg is equivalent. Hence the derivation either D Favg or D N cut obtained should be same. P roj() is a projection function A projection function which produces the final word-to-word alignment from the leaves of the BTG parser tree. Let d k denote the operation of derivation at step k, in which d k is defined as a triple < i, j, γ >. During parsing, where i stands for the index of the splitting point on the source side and j stands for the index of the splitting point on the target side. We implement our top-down parser with beam search see Figure 3 . The incremental top-down BTG parsing algorithm used is presented in Algorithm 1.
We consider that the incremental parser has a parser hypothesis at each step. We define the hypothesis as a four-tuple ⟨P, Q, v, c⟩. P is a stack of the unsolved blocks. Q is a list of the previous derivations {d 0 , . . . , d k−1 }. A block denoted by ([i 0 , i 1 ), [j 0 , j 1 )) covers the source words from f i0 to f i1−1 and the target words from e j0 to e j1−1 . v records the current score. We set c to true on termination (stack P is empty). At the beginning, the initial hypothesis contains only a block which covers all the words in the source and target sentences. Then, we split the block in each step, and decide the node type (straight or inverted ) when the splitting point is determined according to the defined score function. top k (S) returns the first k-th hypotheses from stack S in terms of their scores. The computational complexity of the top-down parsing algorithm is O(n × m × k × log min(m, n)) for sentence lengths m, n, beam size k. log min(m, n) stands for the parsing depth. For each iteration, each hypothesis in the history will be used to generate To reduce the time complexity in calculating the value of asso (A, B) , we make use of a specialized data structure for fast computation. For each built soft alignment matrix, a summed area table (SAT) is created for fast calculating the summation of cells in the corresponding soft alignment matrix M(m, n). This preprocessing step is to build a new (m + 1, n + 1) matrix M ′ , where each entry is the sum of the sub-matrix to the upper-left of that entry. Any arbitrary sub-matrix sum can be calculated by looking up and combining only 4 entries in the SAT. For instance, assume that A, B extends from point (i 0 , j 0 ) to point (i 1 , j 1 ). We have,
The time complexity here is reduced from O(m × n) to O(1) when calculating the summation of all cells in the block of (A, B) . 
Experiments
Data
We first describe the data used in our experiments. The data sets for word alignment and translation tasks are from the different corpora. For word alignment subtasks, we use the Hansard Corpus 4 from 2003 NAACL shared task (Mihalcea and Pedersen 2003) for English-French and KFTT Corpus 5 for English-Japanese. Table 1 gives some counts on the training set and test set for word alignment evaluation and the training set includes the test set.
For the translation task, we conduct experiments in several language pairs: English-French (en-fr), English-German (en-de), Spanish-Portuguese (es-pt), English-Japanese (en-ja) and
Japanese-English (ja-en). The English-Japanese and Japanese-English subtasks use the KFTT corpus. For English-French, Spanish-Portuguese and English-German, we make use of four dif- 
Experiment setup
For word alignment, we preprocess the data by lowercasing. In the case of GIZA++ and fast align, we train word alignments in both directions with the default settings, likes the standard bootstrap for IBM model 4 alignment in GIZA++ as {1 5 H 5 3 3 4 3 } 8 and 5 iterations in fast align. We then symmetrize the word alignments using grow-diag-final-and and evaluate with the final obtained alignments. For our implementation, Hieralign 9 , in order to limit the run-time to that of fast align, we apply 5 iterations of parameter updates by EM with IBM model 1. Since reestimating the Viterbi probability is very fast when an initial word alignment is given for reference, we also employ various methods to compute l(f, e), like IBM1, IBM1 using variational Bayes (VBIBM1), IBM1 Viterbi with heuristic (IBM1+VBH), IBM1 using variational Bayes Viterbi with heuristic (VBIBM1+VBH), IBM2 Viterbi with heuristic (IBM2+VBH) 10 , IBM4 Viterbi with heuristic (IBM4+VBH), etc.. Figure 4 illustrates the size of obtained models using different initialization methods.
Some comparison with other BTG alignment methods is necessary to confirm the advantages 8 1 5 H 5 3 3 4 3 denotes 5 iterations for IBM model 1, 5 iterations for HMM model , 3 iterations for IBM model 3, 3 iterations for IBM model 4 9 https://github.com/wang-h/Hieralign 10 We use the variation of IBM model 2 (Dyer et al. 2013) , which is fast and relatively simple model. Table 3 Wall-clock time (minutes:seconds) required to obtain the symmetric alignments. The total time also includes the time for symmetrizing asymmetric alignments for GIZA++ and fast align with the standard symmetrization heuristic: grow-diag-final-and. "online" means that Hieralign can run in the "online" mode (a trained model is given). This provides an "online" service: when new sentences are input, it directly runs the second step to output word alignments. Hieralign (online, beamsize=10) 3:21 1:13 Table 4 Effect of beam size on alignment quality on Japanese-English data in terms of match number, precision, recall, AER and running time of HSSA. "Test" means the total count of word-to-word alignments in the file output by each method. "Matches" means the count of "true positives" alignment found in the output of each method. of our proposed method. For this consideration, we use another open-sourced BTG-based word aligner, pialign (Neubig et al. 2011) 11 , which uses hierarchical BTG models (hier). For pialign, we run it with 8 threads and train the model with batch size 40 and only taking 1 sample during parameter inference. We extract phrases directly from the word-to-word alignment (1-to-many, many-to-1 and many-to-many) with traditional heuristic (Koehn et al. 2003) for translation. Our BTG-style parsing is on the basic of top-down bi-partitioning. This is different from previous CKY-based models (Xiong et al. 2010; Neubig et al. 2011 ). In the work (Neubig et al. 2011) , they employed another heuristic in phrase extraction rather the standard one (Koehn et al. 2003) . To make our work traceable, we compare the phrase-table size extracted with the simple heuristic-based phrase extraction (Koehn, Axelrod, Birch, Callison-Burch, Osborne, Talbot, and White 2005) with the model-based phrase extraction approach in (Neubig et al. 2011) . For scoring phrases, four features are used in each phrase table for all experiments: the conditional phrase probabilities in both directions, p(f |e) and p(e|f ), lexical weighting probabilities in both directions, p lex (f |e) and p lex (e|f ) (Koehn et al. 2003) 12 .
For translation evaluation in all experiments, the phrase-based SMT systems are standard statistical machine translation systems built by using the Moses 13 toolkit (Koehn, Hoang, Birch, Callison-Burch, Federico, Bertoldi, Cowan, Shen, Moran, Zens, et al. 2007) with Minimum Error Rate Training (Och 2003 ) and a 5-gram language model learnt using KenLM (Heafield 2011) .
We use the training set for training translation, lexical reordering, and target language models, the development set for tuning the parameters of the log-linear model in decoding and the test set for evaluation. For phrase extraction, we employ the traditional heuristic (Koehn et al. 2003 ) for all methods used in experiment. In our experiment, the maximum length of phrases entered into phrase table is limited to 7. Before that, grow-diag-final-and was used for GIZA++, fast align. Specially for pialign, we make use of pialign:itgstats.pl 14 to extract the final word alignments used for phrase extraction. The baselines are the PB-SMT systems with the default distortion limit set to 6. We also filter the data to remove the long sentences (more than 100 words) from the training set. We do the same preprocessing (lowercasing and tokenization) using the scripts provided in Moses 15 and baseline processing as WAT 16 for English-Japanese and Japanese-English. Finally, we conduct translation experiments and compare Hieralign, fast align, pialign and GIZA++ for performance and time.
Alignment and speed evaluation
We evaluate the performance of our proposed method and report the performance of various alignment methods in terms of precision, recall and alignment error rate (AER) as defined in (Och and Ney 2003) . Figure 5 shows that we found the alignment scores improve until a beam size of 20.
Larger sizes do not help. In a real situation, given the result in Table 4 and Figure 5 shown, a beam size of 10 should give a reasonable trade-off between time and accuracy (achieved comparable running time and accuracy with fast align). Since our implementation does not require any 12 In the experiment reported in (Neubig et al. 2011) , three additional features are employed (the joint probability of the phrase, the average posterior probability of a span and the uniform phrase penalty) 13 http://www.statmt.org/moses/ 14 https://github.com/neubig/pialign/tree/master/script 15 https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder/tree/master/scripts/tokenizer extra information except the word-to-word translation probabilities, it can be regarded as an online word aligner. than Hieralign. Hieralign tends to output more matches than fast align but not as much as GIZA++ from the point view of matching alignments and recall against the reference, which we can explain the reason may be: although Hieralign cannot explore some alignments because of the limitation of BTG constraints, when we force it to align each source and target word, it is prone to group the neighbouring alignments aggressively into the same block. This strategy makes it to output more alignments. AER and precision are behind fast align, even more than GIZA++. However, Fraser and Marcu (2007) , Ganchev, Graca, and Taskar (2008) question the link between this word alignment quality metrics and translation results. There is no proof that improvements in alignment quality metrics lead to improvements in phrase-based machine translation performance. In other words, a lower AER does not imply a better translation accuracy, and we will show this in the following discussion. When sampling the alignment results, we found that the output of the proposed joint method usually generates more alignments against the reference. From this table, we can also draw the conclusion that adding the distortion feature slightly improves the alignment results. Figure 6 plots the different alignments output by different methods.
Translation evaluation
Since we proposed to solve the problem of discontiguity in phrase extraction because of discontiguous alignment. We force the word alignment at least 1-1, which should generate fewer entries in the translation tables. We also measured the sizes of the translation tables obtained. Figure 7 shows the comparison of phrase tables. We compare the translations produced by our method to those produced by Vitebi-based aligner GIZA++ (+GDFA), fast align (+GDFA) and
BTG-based aligner pialign. For the evaluation of machine translation accuracy, some standard automatic evaluation metrics have been used: BLEU (Papineni, Roukos, Ward, and Zhu 2002) and RIBES (Isozaki, Hirao, Duh, Sudoh, and Tsukada 2010) . In order to compare the performance between MT systems, we also apply bootstrap re-sampling method as described in (Koehn 2004) . The results in Table 5 show that the final translation scores are approximately the same. There is insignificant difference on the final results of machine translation when using the alignments output by the proposed method and those output by GIZA++ or fast align. It can be seen GIZA++ and fast align have comparable BLEU score but pialign (MOD) and our methods slightly behind the baseline on a very large size corpus. From Figure 7 , we found that pialign (MOD) can significantly reduce the phrase table sizes while the traditional heuristic phrase extraction methods were not able to be observed. For our method Hieralign, we use Hieralign with heuristic of phrase extraction (Koehn et al. 2003) . For pialign, we also give the size of the table using model-based extraction (MOD) (Neubig et al. 2011) .
is smaller by a third in comparison to those of the baseline in (en-fr, en-de, es-pt) (see Figure 7 , right). In en-ja and ja-en, that is reduced by even two thirds (see Figure 7 , left). pialign achieve a higher reduction ratio using model-based phrase extraction approach (MOD) than our method pialign but remember the training for pialign is really time-consuming (much more than 4 hours in our experiment while Hieralign is 2 minutes) and the translation results were not superior to our method.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a novel joint hierarchical sub-sentential alignment method on the basis of IBM models. Our proposed method has several advantages: it is simple, fast and delivers small phrase tables. To summarize, when restricting the search space against all the possible permutations during aligning using BTG constraints, our BTG-forest-based alignment method can get better results than the previous best-1 hierarchical alignment method (Lardilleux et al. 2012) . Experiments on word alignment showed that our proposed method align more words than other methods so as to largely reduced the phrase tables. Phrase-based machine translation systems using the smaller phrase tables produced by our method were able to achieve
